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'In accordance with our normalpractice, this report isfor the use only of the person to whom
it is addressed, and no responsibility is accepted to any third party for the whole or any part
of its contents. Neither the whole nor any part of this repon or any reference thereto may
be included in any published document, circular or statement, nor published or referred to
in any way without our written approval of theform and context in which it may appear.'
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
3001 NY TILL 21 TILL NT917405 6 NY
3002 NY SOUTH LOW 21 SOUTH LOW NU035425 2 NY
3003 NY TWEED 21 TWEED NT826389 9 NY
3006 NY BELFORD BURN 22 LOW NU122355 1 NY
3009 NY SHIPLEY BURN 22 ALN NU148204 2 NY
3010 NY EMBLETON BURN 22 EMBLETON BURN NU221215 2 NY
3013 NY BREAMISH 21 TILL NU075194 3











3019 NY COQUET 22 COQUET NU036015 6


3020 NY EDLINGHAM BURN 22 ALN NU118095 2


3021 NY TYELAW BURN 22 COQUET NU205088 1


3026 NY FALLOWLESS BURN 22 WANSBECK NZ031935 1


3027 NY LONGDIKE BURN 22 ALN NZ193978 1


3028.NY LYNE 22 LYNE NZ253918 1


3029 NW LANGLEY BURN 77 LYNE NY507813 1


3034 NY WANSBECK 22 WANSBECK NZ032837 2


3035 NY FENCE BURN 22 WANSBECK NZ152898 1


3036 NY PEGWHISTLE BURN 22 BLYTH NZ231805 1


3039 NW IRTHING 76 IRTHING NY685733 4


3042 NY ERRING BURN 23 NORTH TYNE NY974735 2 NY
3043 NY PONT 22 BLYTH NZ074721 3


3044 NY BLYTH 22 BLYTH NZ115795 2


3045 NY BLYTH 22 BLYTH NZ264798 2


3049 NW IRTHING 76 IRTHING NY618661 4


3050 NY HALTWHISTLE BURN 23 SOUTH TYNE NY714662 2 NY
3051 NY NEWBROUGH BURN 23 SOUTH TYNE NY849689 1


3052 NY SOUTH TYNE 23 SOUTH TYNE NY905659 7


3053 NY MED BURN 23 BLYTH NZ094694 1


3054 NY DERWENT 23 DERWENT NZ187609 5


3055 NY OUSE BURN 23 TYNE NZ214699 1


3056 NY DON 23 TYNE NZ345608 1


3057 NW WRATH BECK 75 WRATH BECK NY152505 1


3058 NW WAMPOOL 75 WAMPOOL NY289503 1


3059 NW CALDEW 76 CALDEW NY385515 5


3062 NY HAINING BURN 23 SOUTH TYNE NY628595 1


3063 NY WEST ALLEN 23 ALLEN NY784576 3


3064 NY EAST ALLEN 23 ALLEN NY843505 3


3065 NY BELDON BURN 23 DERWENT NY981511 3


3066 NY DERWENT 23 DERWENT NZ093539 5


3067 NY PONT BURN 23 DERWENT NZ134544 1


3068 NY WEAR 24 WEAR NZ280516 7


3069 NY LUMLEY PARK BURN 23 WEAR NZ315507 2


3070 NW ELLEN 75 ELLEN NY194414 3


3071 NW LITTLE WAVER 75 WAVER NY225443 1


3076 NY SOUTH TYNE 23 SOUTH TYNE NY747412 3


3077 NY KILLHOPE BURN 24 WEAR NY826431 2


3078 NY BURNHOPE BURN 23 DERWENT NY974474 1


3079 NY BURNHOPE BURN 23 DERWENT NZ021498 1


3080 NY BACKGILL BURN 24 WEAR NZ145482 1


3081 NY DEERNESS 24 WEAR NZ215426 2


3082 NY CHAPMAN BECK 24 WEAR NZ313405 2


3083 NY DALTON BECK 24 DALTON BECK NZ415484 1


3084 NW CARR BECK 75 DERWENT NY087349 1


3085 NW THREAPLAND GILL 75 ELLEN NY158384 1


3086 NW COCKSHOT BECK 75 ELLEN NY221374 1


3087 NW CALDEW 76 CALDEW NY363335 3


3091 NY TEES 25 TEES NY715343 2


3092 NY IRESHOPE BURN 24 WEAR NY862384 1


3093 NY HUDESHOPE BECK 25 TEES NY937317 1


3094 NY HOUSELOP BECK 24 WEAR NZ095394 1


3095 NY WEAR 24 WEAR NZ176305 6-


3096 NY WEAR 24 WEAR NZ206325 6


3097 NY SKERNE 25 TEES NZ387315 1


3098 NY BEDLAM GILL 25 GREATHAM CREEK NZ415324 1


3099 NW KEEKLE 75 EHEN NY028215 2


3100 NW COCKER 75 COCKER NY135275 5


3101 NW NEWLANDS BECK .75 DERWENT NY235204 2


3102 NW TROUT BECK 75 GRETA NY375269 1


3106 NY MAIZE BECK 25 TEES NY803275 3


3107 NY LUNE 25 TEES NY885209 4


3108 NY TEES 25 TEES NY914273 6


3109 NY LANGLEY BECK 25 TEES NZ055226 1


3110 NY LANGLEY BECK 25 TEES NZ124207 1


Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size
3111 NY WOODHAM BURN 25 TEES NZ296266 1
3112 NY SHOTTON BECK 75 TEES NZ365256 1
3113 NY NEWTON HANZARD BECK 75 CREEK NZ413282 1
3114 NY ORMSBY BECK 75 TEES NZ505201 1
3115 NW CROASDALE BECK 74 EHEN NY077165 1
3116 NW WORMS GILL 74 CALDER NY102111 1
3117 NW LIZA 74 EHEN NY204118 4
3118 NW DEEPDALE BECK 76 EAMONT NY392133 1
3119 NW RIGGINDALE BECK 76 LOWTHER NY464118 1
3120 NW BIRK BECK 72 LUNE NY567103 1
3123 NY BLACK BECK 25 TEES NY865172 1
3124 NY GRETA 25 TEES NY916116 2
3125 NY LANCE BECK 25 TEES NZ015192 1
3126 NY TEES 25 TEES NZ192157 7
3127 NY CLOW BECK 25 TEES NZ265105 3
3128 NY NEASHAM STELL 25 TEES NZ326118 1
3129 NY SALTERGILL BECK 25 TEES NZ426107 1
3130 NY TAME 25 TEES NZ533121 2
3131 NY SALTBURN GILL 25 SKELTON BECK NZ668184 1
3132 NY BORROWBY BECK 27 BOULBY BECK NZ785165 1
3133 NY NEWHOLM BECK 27 NEWHOLM BECK NZ868115 1
3134 NW BLENG 74 IRT NY078035 2
3135 NW MITE 74 MITE NY135005 2
3137 NW BRATHAY 73 BRATHAY NY325031 3
3138 NW TROUT BECK 73 LEVEN NY415028 3
3139 NW SPRINT 73 KENT NY503025 4
3142 NY LITTLE SLEDDALE BECK 27 SWALE NY816005 1
3143 NY SWINNER GILL 27 SWALE NY911009 1
3145 NY WATERFALL BECK 25 TEES NZ195085 1
- 3146 NY RAWCAR BECK 27 SWALE NZ279012 1
3147 NY STAINDALE BECK 25 TEES NZ375065 1
3148 NY LEVEN 25 TEES NZ457096 4
3149 NY RAISDALE BECK 27 RYE NZ545024 1
3150 NY LEVEN 25 TEES NZ624085 1
3151 NY NORTHDALE BECK 25 TEES NZ711005 1
3152 NY MAY BECK 27 ESK NZ889034 1
3153 NY STAINTONDALE BECK 27 STAINTONDALE BECK N2983002 1
3154 NW BUCKBARROW BECK 74 ANNAS SD145916 1
3158 NW BEEHIVE BECK 73 BELA SD549923 1
3160 NW SALLY BECK 72 RAWTHEY SD722991 1
3161 NY GREAT GILL 27 URE SD812908 1




27 SWALE SE009974 1
3165 NY SWALE 27 SWALE SE293963 7
3167 NY COD BECK 27 SWALE SE421944 2
3168 NY RYE 27 RYE SE525925 2
3169 NY BOGMIRE GILL 27 RYE SE608908 1
3170 NY LITTLE BECK 27 RYE SE766925 1
3171 NY STAINDALE BECK 27 DERWENT SE891905 1





3175 NW RUSLAND POOL 73 RUSLAND POOL SD335894 2
3176 NW WINSTER 73 WINSTER SD425883 2
3177 NW LUPTON BECK 73 BELA SD589841 1
3179 NW DEE 72 RAWTHEY SD774854 1
3180 NY OUGHTERSHAW BECK 27 WHARFE SD853822 1
3181 NY RAYDALE BECK 27 URE SD915866 4
3185 NY WISKE 27 SWALE SE360896 4
3186 NY SUTTON BECK 27 SWALE SE488837 1
3187 NY RYE 27 RYE SE536895 3
3188 NY ELLERKER BECK 27 RYE 8E695806 1
3189 NY CATTER BECK 27 RYE SE725847 1
3190 NY FRIAR DIKE 27 DERWENT SE875815 1
3191 NY BEADALE BECK 27 DERWENT SE957864 1
3193 NW POAKA BECK 74 SD241778 1
3194 NW WINSTER 73 WINSTER SD423795 4
3195 NW LUNE 72 LUNE SD596724 8
3197 NW RIBBLE 71 RIBBLE SD784784 3
3198 NY DARNBROOK BECK 27 SKIRFARE SD895711 1
3199 NW PARKGILL BECK 27 WHARFE SD984746 1
3203 NY URE 27 URE SE314725 7
3204 NY THACKER BECK 27 SWALE SE412782 1




27 DERWENT SE833793 1
IFE
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
3209 NY DERWENT . 27 DERWENT. 5E981793 3


3212 NW LUNE . 72 LUNE SD491642 8


3213 NW ARTLE BECK 72 LUNE SD541631 2


3215 NW FEN BECK 72 WENNING SD762667 1


3216 NY OTTERBURN BECK 27 AIRE SD876603 1


3220 NY SKELL 27 URE SE234694 2


3221 NY HOLBECK 27 URE 5E346646 1


3222 NY SWALE 27 SWALE 5E432683 7


3225 NY DERWENT 27 DERWENT SE734606 7


3226 NY ROWMIRE BECK 27 DERWENT SE821665 1


3227 NY GYPSEY RACE 26 GYPSEY RACE SE905675 2


3228 NY GYPSEY RACE 26 GYPSEY RACE TA096674 4


3231 NW GRIZEDALE 72 WYRE SD562561 1


3233 NW HODDER 71 HODDER SD715584 2


3235 NY AIRE 27 AIRE SD938539 5


3236 NY WHARFE 27 WHARFE SE072523 7


3237 NY CAPELSHAW BECK 27 WHARFE SE123585 1








27 NIDD SE336549 1


3240 NY MILL SIKE 27 OUSE SE498583 1


3241 NY WADELAND DIKE 27 OUSE SE533584 1


3242 NY OSBALDWICK BECK 27'0USE SE657532 1


3243 NY .BISHOP WILTON BECK 27 DERWENT SE792543 1


3244 NY RIDINGS BECK 27 DERWENT 5E819523 1








72 'WYRE SD346430 1


3254 NW COLNE WATER 71 CALDER SD917406 3


3255 NY NORTH BECK 27 AIRE SE028405 1 NY
3258 NY STURDY BECK 27 WHARFE SE317419 1


3259 NY COCK BECK 27 WHARFE SE485406 3


3260 NY THE FLEET 27 WHARFE 5E555413 1


3261 NY STILLINGFLEET BECK 27 OUSE SE624422 2


3262 NY THE BECK 27 DERWENT SE709441 4


3263 NY POCKLINGTON BECK 27 DERWENT SE801477 1


3264 NY MOOR BECK 26 HULL 5E993448 1 C
3267 NW MAIN DYKE 72 WYRE SD363384 1


3273 NY WORTH 27 AIRE SD978378 1 NY
3275 NY AIRE 27 AIRE 5E145382 7 NY
3276 NY TYERSAL BECK 27 AIRE 5E215316 1 NY
3278 NY HOLLINS BECK 27 AIRE SE404312 1 NY
3280 NY DERWENT 27 DERWENT SE694394 4


3281 NY FOULNESS 26 MARKET WEIGHTON» 5E780375 3


3282 NY WEIGHTON BECK 26 MARKET WEIGHTON» SE848386 1


3283 NY MILL BECK 26 MILL BECK 5E928333 1


3284 NY HULL 26 HULL TA078354 6


3291 NW IRWELL 69 IRWELL SD865218 1


3292 NY WITHENS CLOUGH 27 CALDER SD972225 1 NY
3294 NY RED BECK 27 CALDER 5E105265 1


3295 NY ALVERTHORPE BECK 27 CALDER SE295221 1


3296 NY CALDER 27 CALDER SE365216 7 NY
3297 NY CALDER 27 CALDER SE405256 7


3298 NY AIRE 27 AIRE SE592252 8


3299 NY AIRE 27 AIRE 5E696246 8











3302 NY MILL BECK 26 MILL BECK SE905294 2


3303 AN THE BECK 29 THE BECK TA068224 1


3309 NW DOUGLAS 70 DOUGLAS SD594121 3


3310 NW EAGLEY BROOK 69 IRWELL SD686157 3








69 ROCH SD861113 1


3313 NW BEAL 69 ROCH SD942103 1 C •
3316 NY COXLEY BECK 27 CALDER SE273167 1 NY
3317 NY CALDER 27 CALDER SE311177 7


3318 NY WENT BECK 27 DON SE416195 1 NY






27 OUSE 5E747196 1


3322 ST ADLINGFLEET DRAIN 28 TRENT SE810185 1


3323 AN WINTERTON BECK 29 WINTERTON BECK SE904185 1


3324 AN OLD ANCHOLME 29 NEW ANCHOLME TA000101 1


3325 AN EAST HALTON BECK 29 EAST HALTON BECK TA121182 2


3331 NW WHITTLE BROOK 69 ROCH SD835075 1


3332 NW TAME 69 TAME SD995052 3


3333 NY HALL DIKE 27 COLNE SE085084 1 NY
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE















3339 ST TORNE 28 TRENT 5E695031 3


3340 ST FOLLY DRAIN 28 TRENT 5E771079 1


3341 ST EAU 28 TRENT 5E880019 3


3342 AN NEW ANCHOLME 29 NEW ANCHOLME 5E989089 6


3343 AN KETTLEBY BECK 29 NEW ANCHOLME TA047084 1


3344 AN NORTH KELSEY BECK 29 NEW ANCHOLME TA105002 1


3345 AN WAITHE BECK 29 WAITHE BECK TA236022 1


3346 AN BUCK BECK 29 BUCK BECK TA303069 1


3352 NW CORN BROOK 69 IRWELL SJ834968 1


3353 NW TAME 69 TAME S3906924 5


3354 NW ETHEROW 69 ETHEROW 5K015967 3


3355 NW ETEROW 69 ETHEROW 5K116996 1


3358 NY ROTHER 27 ROTHER 5K425907 5 NY
3359 NY HOOTON BROOK 27 ROTHER 5K504952 1 NY
3360 ST RYTON 28 IDLE 5K644912 4


3361 ST TRENT 28 TRENT 5K794953 10


3362 ST LAUGHTON DRAIN .28 TRENT 5K838977 1


3363 ST EAU 28 TRENT SK906985 1


3364 AN RASE 29 NEW ANCHOLME TF036902 1


3365 AN THORESWAY BECK 29 WAITHE BECK TF186977 1


3366 AN TETNEY MOTHER DRAIN 29 WAITHE BECK TF201906 1


3367 AN LOUTH NAVIGATION 29 LOUTH NAVIGATION TF363906 2


3368 AN GREAT EAU 29 GREAT EAU TF468903 3


3377 NW TATTON MERE STREAM 69 BOLLIN S3759823 1


3378 NW BAGULEY BROOK 69 MERSEY S3812896 1


3379 NW GOYT 69 GOYT 83932894 6


3380 NW ROWARTH BROOK 69 GOYT SK007876 1


3382 NY RIVELIN 27 DON 5K296874 1








• 27 ROTHER 8K415878 1


3385 ST ANSTON BROOK 28 IDLE 5K549809 2








28 TRENT 5K791866 1


3388 AN TILL 30 WHITHAM SK881866 1


3389 AN TILL 30 WHITHAM SK906803 2









30 WHITHAM TF108828 1


3392 AN BAIN 30 WHITHAM TF241805 2


3393 AN LUD 29 LOUTH NAVIGATION TF314840 1


3394 AN LONG EAU 29 GREAT EAU TF425876 1


3401 W GLANFYDDION CUT 66 CLWYD S3084783 1











3409 NW PEOVER EYE 68 WEAVER 53807735 1


3410 NW BOLLIN 69 BOLLIN SJ919723 1


3411 ST WYE 28 WYE SK075727 4


3414 NY ROTHER 27 ROTHER 5K390714 4


3415 NY PARK BROOK 27 ROTHER 5K446794 1


3416 ST POULTER 28 IDLE SK565715 1


3417 ST MEDEN 28 IDLE 5K675731 3


3418 ST TUXFORD BECK 28 TRENT SK776739 1


3419 ST TRENT 28 TRENT 5K818736 10


3420 AN MAIN DRAIN 30 WITHAM SK950716 1






3422 AN WITHAM 30 WITHAM TF173793 1


3423 AN WARING 29 WITHAM TF268714 1


3424 AN GREAT EAU 30 GREAT EAU TF392754 2


3425 AN BOYGRIFT DRAIN 30 BOYGRIFT DRAIN TF493768 1


3426 AN WILLOUGHBY DRAIN 30 WILLOUGHBY DRAIN TF524716 1


3433 W MEIRCHION 66 ELWY 53020687 1


3434 W CLWYD 66 CLWYD S3120604 4


3435 W TERRIG 67 ALYN 53247613 1


3436 W QUEENSFERRY DRAIN 67 QUEENSFERRY DRAIN 53334691 1


3443 ST CHURNET 28 CHURNET SK005603 1


3447 NY ROTHER 27 ROTHER SK414621 1


3448 ST MAUN 28 IDLE 5K546605 2


3449 ST BEVERCOTES BROOK 28 IDLE 5K681679 1


3450 ST THE BECK 28 TRENT SK724604 1


3451 ST THE FLEET 28 TRENT SK822608 1






Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE







3454 AN WITHAM 30 WITHAM TF178616 6


3455 AN BAIN 30 WITHAM TF258686 3


3456 AN LYNN 30 STEEPING TF382682 1











.3464W ALWEN 67 ALWEN SH968524 2


3465 W CLWYD 66 CLWYD SJ039509 2


3466 W HESBIN 66 CLWYD SJ133537 1


3467 W NANT-Y-FFRITH 67 ALYN SJ276548 1


3468 W GWENFRO 67 DEE SJ308512 1


3469 W CARDEN BROOK 67 DEE 53451504 1








28 CHURNET SJ960534 1


3475 ST RAMPS 28 MANIFOLD SK095534 2


3476 ST BRADBOURNE BROOK 28 DOVE SK195508 1


3480 ST MAUN 28 IDLE SK511581 1


3481 ST DOVER BECK 28 TRENT SK624506 1


3482 ST TRENT 28 TRENT SK735505 10


3483 AN WHITHAN 30 WHITHAM SK886574 4


3484 AN BRANT 30 WHITMAN SK932549 ,1 C
3485 AN SPRINGWELL BROOK 30 WITHAM TF076546 1


3486 AN KYME EAU 30 WITHAM TF192505 3 AN
3487 AN BAIN 30 WITHAM TF231588 1 AN
3488 AN SIBSEY TRADER 30 WITHAM TF341505 2 AN




65 ERCH SH386442 1


3491 W DWYFACH 65 DWYFOR SH469469 2


3492 W GLASLYN 65 GLASLYN SH595466 6


3493 W GOEDOB 65 DWYRYD SH691430 4


3494 W CYNFAL 65 DWYRYD SH707409 2


3495 W GELYN 67 TRWERYN SH836429 2


3496 W CEIRW 67 ALWEN SH925473 1


3497 W DEE 67 DEE SJ094435 8


3498 W DEE 67 DEE SJ193433 8


3499 W TREFYNANT 67 DEE SJ272429 1


3500 W CLWYWEDOG 67 DEE SJ369484 3


3501 W WYCH BROOK 67 DEE SJ476445 3


3505 ST FOWLEA BROOK 28 TRENT SJ877457 1


3506 ST TRENT 28 TRENT SJ904498 1


3507 ST CHURNET 28 CHURNET SK006482 5


3508 ST DOVE 28 DOVE SK127425 6


3509 ST CUTTER BROOK 28 DERWENT SK295420 1


3513 ST THURGATON BECK 28 TRENT SK675494 1


3514 ST SMITE 28 TRENT SK765415 4


3515 AN WHITHAM 30 WHITHAM SK882448 5


3516 AN BRANT 30 WHITHAM SK912493 1


3517 AN SLEA 30 WITHAM TF005446 2


3518 AN OLD SLEA 30 WITHAM TF103487 1 AN
3519 AN SIXTY FOOT DRAIN 30 SIXTY FOOT DRAIN TF233432 4 AN







3522 AN BURN 34 BURN TF856407 1


3523 AN BINHAM 34 BINHAM . TF980402 1


3524 AN GLAVEN 34 GLAVEN TG048404 2


3525 W HORON 30 SOCH 5H283314 1








64 ATRO 511615316 1


3528 W NANT ISLYN 65 PRYSOR 5H731388 1


3529 W LLIW 67 DEE 5H824325 3


3530 W TRYWERYN 67 TRYWEYYN SH908387 5


3531 W DEE 67 DEE SJ033386 7


3532 W CEIRIOG 67 CEIRIOG SJ192349 3














54 TERN 53449328 1


3536 ST BAILEY BROOK 54 TERN 53576334 1


3537 ST TERN 54 TERN 53668331 3


3538 ST TERN 54 TERN 53760390 1


3543 ST HILTON BROOK 28 DOVE SK241309 3


3547 ST DARBY BROOK 28 TRENT 5K691306 1


3548 ST SMITE 28 TRENT 5K732390 4


3549 AN FOSTON BECK 30 WITHAM 51(863390 1






Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
3551 AN SOUTH BECK 30 WHITHAM TF036379 1 C
3552 AN FORTY FOOT DRAIN 30 WHITHAM TF165321 3 AN




31 TF377302 1 AN
3555 AN THE INGOL 33 THE INGOL TF705324 2 C
3556 AN BURN 34 BURN TF855388 1 C
3557 AN STIFFKEY 34 STIFFKEY TF911345 1 C
3558 AN GUNTHORPE STREAM 34 GLAVEN TG030358 1 C




34 TG272374 1 C
3561 W GAMLAN 64 MAWDDACH 5H694249 2 C
3562 W MAWDDACH 64 MAWDDACH 5H723204 6 C
3563 W TWRCH 67 DEE SH880292 3 C
3564 W TWRCH 67 TWRCH SH907254 1 C
3570 ST SUNDORNE BROOK 54 SEVERN 53525222 1 C
3571 ST STOKE BROOK 54 TERN 53551296 1 C
3572 ST MESSE 54 TERN SJ736217 3 C
3577 ST DOVE 28 DOVE SK230388 6 C
3578 ST TRENT 28 TRENT 5K310284 9 C3579 ST RAMSLEY BROOK. 28 TRENT 5K411208 1 C3580 ST KINGSTON BROOK 28 SOAR SK528263 1 C3581 ST KINGTON BROOK 28 SOAR SK603262 1 C3582 ST


28 WREAKE 5K775223 1 C3583 ST EYE 28 WREAKE 5K829203 1 C3584 AN GLEN 31 WELLAND SK992253 1 C3585 AN GLEN 31 WELLAND TF010203 1 C3586 AN GLEN 31 WELLAND TF173222 3 AN3587 AN WELLAND 31 WELLAND TF235205 5 AN3588 AN WHAPLODE 31 WELLAND • TF332246 1 AN
3589 AN FLEET HAVEN 31 FLEET HAVEN TF412274 1 AN3590 AN


33 TF555222 1 C3591 AN GAYWOOD 33 GREAT OUSE TF673204 1 C3592 AN GAYWOOD 33 GREAT OUSE TP722206 1 C3593 AN WENSUM 34 WENSUM TF881284 4 C3594 AN WENSUM 34 WENSUM TF927292 4 C3595 AN


34 WENSUM TG095255 1 C3596 AN SURE 34 BURE TG195290 3 C3597 AN BURE 34 SURE TG260203 4 C3598 AN ANT 34 BURE TG313294 2 C3599 AN COMMISIONERS DRAIN 34 SURE TG424232 1 C3600 W


64 MAWDDACH SH683161 1 C3601 W WNION 64 MAWDDACH 51-1767198 4 C3602 W ANGELL 64 DOVEY 5H835103 2 C3603 W DUGOED 64 DOVEY SH908126 3 C3604 ST BANWY 54 BANWY SJ063102 5 C3605 ST CAIN 54 VYRNWY 5J173189 4 C3606 ST SEVERN 54 SEVERN SJ280149 8 C3607 ST NESCLIFFE BROOK 54 SEVERN 5J374176 1 C3608 ST SEVERN 54 SEVERN SJ470168 9 C3609 ST RODEN 54 TERN SJ592153 4 C3610 ST STRINE 54 TERN SJ672183 2 C3611 ST STRINE BROOK 54 TERN SJ707180 1 C3616 ST MEASE 28 TRENT SK297124 3 C3623 AN WHITHAM 30 WHITHAM SK908172 1 C3624 ST GLEN 31 WELLAND TF025167 1 C
.3625 AN GLEN 31 GLEN TF127159 3 AN3626 AN WELLAND 31 WELLAND TF242180 5 AN3627 AN SOUTH HOLLAND DRAIN 32 NENE TF368177 1 AN3628 AN NORTH LEVEL DRAIN 31 NENE TF445175 1 AN3629 AN MIDDLE MAIN DRAIN 33 GREAT OUSE TF585136 4 AN3630 AN MIDDLETON STOP DRAIN 33 GREAT OUSE TF656179 1 AN3631 AN NAR 33 GREAT OUSE TF706119 1 AN3632 AN NAR 33 GREAT OUSE TF896177 1 AN3633 AN WHITEWATER 34 WENSUM TF991182 1 AN3634 AN WENSUM 34 WENSUM TG056185 5 AN3635 AN TUD 34 WENSUM. TG136115 1 AN3636 AN BURE 34 SURE TG284199 4 AN3637 AN SURE 34 SURE TG316158 4 AN3638 AN
. THURNE 34 SURE TG447197 1 AN3639 W DYSYNNI 64 DYSYNNI 511646075 5 C3640 W PENNAL 64 DOVEY SH704017 2 C3641 W TWYMYN 64 TWYMYN 511871029 5 C3642 W TAEN 64 TWYMYN 511923012 1 C

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE




33 GREAT OUSE TL195825 1 AN .
3743 AN HIGH LODE 33 GREAT OUSE TL286833 1 AN
3744 AN VERMUDENS DRAIN 33 GREAT OUSE TL388884 1 AN
3745 AN OLD BEDFORD 33 GREAT OUSE TL478868 1 AN
3746 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL582885 6 AN
3747 AN LARK 33 GREAT OUSE TL609827 4 AN
3748 AN LITTLE OUSE 33 LITTLE OUSE TL737873 5 AN
3749 AN LITTLE OUSE 33 LITTLE OUSE TL843871 5 AN
3750 AN LITTLE OUSE 33 LITTLE OUSE TL914806 2 AN




34 WAVENEY TM155824 1 AN
3753 AN WAVENEY 34 WAVENEY TM223803 4 AN
3754 AN WAVENEY 34 WAVENEY TM305871 4 AN
3755 AN HUNDRED 34 HUNDRED TM495867 1 AN
3756 W YSTWYTH 63 YSTWYTH SN674722 5 C
3757 W RHEIDOL 63 RHEIDOL SN744780 5 C
3766 ST REA 54 TEME 90675767 3 C
3767 ST SEVERN 54 SEVERN 50778769 9 C
3768 ST STOUR 54 STOUR S0828743 5 C
3769 ST HOO BROOK 54 STOUR 50926775 1 C
3770 ST ARROW 54 AVON SP032703 2 C
3771 ST BLYTHE 28 TAME SP187794 2 C
3772 ST FINHAM BROOK 54 SOWE SP265709 1 C
3773 ST SHERBOURNE 54 SOWE SP316795 2 C












32 NENE SP756778 1 C
3778 AN ISE 32 NENE 5P882779 1 C
3779 AN NENE 32 NENE SP985766 5 C
3780 AN ELLINGTON BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE TL097747 1 C
3781 AN ALCONBURY BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE TLI92754 1 AN
3782 AN RIPTON BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE TL232788 1 AN
3783 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL305716 7 AN
3784 AN NEW BEDFORD 33 GREAT OUSE •TL427793 7 AN
3785 AN CAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL536706 5 AN
3786 AN SONHAM LODE 33 GREAT OUSE TL624721 1 AN
3787 AN LARK 33 GREAT OUSE TL726738 4 AN
3788 AN CULFORD STREAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL876701 1 AN
3789 AN BLACK BOURNE 33 GREAT OUSE TL902782 2 AN
3790 AN WAVENEY 34 WAVENEY TM096797 1 AN
3791 AN WAVENEY 34 WAVENEY TM165783 1 C




34 BLYTH TM375772 1 C
3794 AN WANG 34 WANG TM454795 1 C
3795 W WYRE 63 WYRE 5N556699 1 C
3796 W TEIFI 62 TEIFI SN695644 4 C
3797 W MEURIG 62 TEIFI 5N725685 3 C




54 SEVERN • S0794640 I C
3808 ST SALWARPE 54 SEVERN $0856607 4 C
3809 ST SALWARPE 54 SEVERN $0924666 2 C
3810 ST ARROW ' 54 AVON 5P086614 3 C
3811 ST KINGSMOOR BROOK 54 AVON 5P179670 1 C •3812 ST CLAVERDON BROOK 54 AVON SP209641 1 C
3813 ST LEAM 54 AVON SP375692 4 C




32 NENE 5P592656 1 C
3816 AN WHITTON NENE 32 NENE SP633604 2 C
3817 AN BRAMPTON NENE 32 NENE 5P745625 4 C
3818 AN NENE 32 NENE 5P838615 5 C
3819 AN KYM 33 GREAT OUSE SP977638 1 C
3820 AN KYM 33 GREAT OUSE TL094684 1 C
3821 AN KYM 33 GREAT OUSE TL123652 2 C
3822 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL217693 7 C
3823 AN COTENHAM LODE 33 GREAT OUSE
-TL376602 1 C
3824 AN CAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL497642 5 C
3825 AN CAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL530685 5 C
3826 AN NEW 33 GREAT OUSE TL623683 1 C
3827 AN KENNETT 33 LARK TL702659 1 C
3828 AN LARK 33 LARK TL845674 2 C
3829 AN SAPISTON 33 LARK TL973636 1 C
3830 AN GIPPING 35 ORWELL TM049604 1 C
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size
3831 AN DOVE 34 WAVENEY TM105654 1
3832 AN ORE 35 ALDE TM292624 1
3833 AN ALDE 35 ALDE TM358608 1
3834 AN MINSMERE RIVER 35 MINSMERE RIVER TM468662 1
3835 W BEDW 62 TEIFI SN375518 1
3836 W AERON 63 AERON SN495598 5
3837 W AERON 63 AERON SN519579 5
3838 W TEIFI 62 TEIFI SN665595 5
3839 W CAMDDWR 60 TYWI SN793525 3
3845 W NEWBRIDGE BROOK 55 ARROW 50382508 1
3846 W ARROW 55 ARROW S0425587 5








54 AVON S0967590 1
3852 ST AVON 54 AVON SP094514 6
3853 ST AVON 54 AVON SP176528 6
3854 ST DENE 54 AVON SP287534 2
3855 ST DENE 54 AVON SP327507 1
3856 TH HIGH FURLONG BROOK 39 CHERWELL SP485512 1
3857 AN NENE 32 NENE SP552598 1
3858 AN NENE 32 NENE SP647597 3
3859 AN NENE 32 NENE SP713595 3
3860 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE SP876502 6
3861 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE SP975578 6
3862 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL016582 6
3863 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL139521 6
3864 AN BOURN BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE TL292593 1
3865 AN BOURN BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE TL379546 1
3866 AN RHEE 33 GREAT OUSE TL416506 3
3867 AN QUY WATER 33 GREAT OUSE TL510593 1
3868 AN KENNETT 33 LARK TL687578 1
3869 AN GLEM 36 STOUR TL792521 1




36 STOUR TL921513 1
3872 AN GIPPING 35 ORWELL TM092551 3
3873 AN GIPPING 35 ORWELL TM127505 3
3874 AN DEBEN 35 DEBEN TM295569 2









3878 W TEIFI 62 TEIFI SN212434 8
3879 W NANT GWYLAN 62 TEIFI SN355415 1
3880 W TEIFI 62 TEIFI SN487423 7
3881 W TEIFI 62-TEIFI SN524447 7
3882 W COTHI 60 COTHI SN693440 3
3883 W TYWI 60 TYWI SN778460 5
3889 W LETTON LAKE BROOK 55 WYE S0357482 1
3890 W YAZOR BROOK 55 WYE S0483422 1
3891 W BODENHAM BROOK 55 LUGG S0570496 1
3896 ST MERRY BROOK 54 AVON SP017455 1
3897 ST NOLEHAM BROOK 54 AVON SP143477 1




39 CHERWELL SP397436 1
3900 TH CHERWELL 39 CHERWELL SP496478 1
3901 TH ASHBY BROOK 39 CHERWELL SP539491 1
3902 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE SP634430 1
3903 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE SP798413 5




33 GREAT OUSE SP984484 1
3906 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE TL015485 6
3907 AN IVEL 33 IVEL TL183404 3
3908 AN CHENEY WATER 33 GREAT OUSE TL293420 1
3909 AN MEL 33 GREAT OUSE TL381452 1
3910 AN CAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL498434 3
3911 AN BABRAHAM 33 GREAT OUSE TL547481 2
3912 AN STOUR BROOK 36 STOUR TL693445 1
3913 AN -STOUR 36 STOUR TL793455 3
3914 AN CHAD BROOK 36 STOUR TL868459 1
3915 AN BRETT ' 36 STOUR TL985480 2




35 ORWELL TM112433 1
3918 AN MILL 35 DEBEN TM274421 1
3919 AN TANG 35 ALDE TM355475 1
3920 W GWAUN 61 GWAUN SM995352 2
IFE
1Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
3921 W NYFER 61 NYFER SN078394 4


3922 W NYFER 61 NYFER SN116373 4


3923 W CYCH 62 TEIFI SN252393 4


3924 W TEIFI 62 TEIFI 514392396 7


3925 W TALOG 62 TEIFI SN462375 2








60 COTHI SN612356 1


3928 W BRAN 60 TYWI SN784367 3


3934 W ESCLEY BROOK 56 MONNOW S0335305 1


3935 W WORM BROOK 55 MONNOW S0478317 1


3936 W WYE 55 WYE S0588325 9


3937 ST PRESTON BROOK 54 SEVERN S0686332 2


3942 ST KNEE BROOK 54 AVON SP198367 2


3943 TH EVENLODE 39 EVENLODE SP215305 1


3944 TH SALFORDS BROOK 39 EVENLODE SP314302 1








39 CHERWELL 5P518373 1


3947 AN GREAT OUSE 33 GREAT OUSE SP673342 3


3948 AN PADBURY BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE SP728342 4


3949 AN OUZEL 33 GREAT OUSE SP884375 4


3950 AN BROUGHTON BROOK 33 GREAT OUSE 5P933390 2


3951 AN FLIT-IVEL NAVIGATION 33 IVEL TL025306 1


3952 AN IVEL NAVIGATION 33 IVEL TL155395 3














33 GREAT OUSE TL469381 1


3956 AN PANT 37 COLNE TL585360 1


3957 AN PANT 37 COLNE TL624362 1


3958 AN BOURNE BROOK 37 COLNE TL755302 1


3959 AN BELCHAMP BROOK 36 STOUR TL816396 -1


3960 AN STOUR 36 STOUR TL925330 4








36 STOUR TM173355 1











3965 W BRANDY BROOK 61 BRANDY BROOK 5M878228 2


3966 W WESTERN CLEDDAU 61 WESTERN CLEDDAU 5M955225 6


3967 W SYFYNWY 61 EASTERN CLEDDAU SN043223 3


3968 W TAF 60 TAF SN197288 2








60 TAF SN327224 2


3971 W TYWI 60 TYWI SN475212 9


3972 W MYODFI 60 TYWI SN596225 1


3973 W CENNIN 60 TYWI SN628207 1


3974 W CLYDACH 60 SAWDDE SN735225 2


3980 W MONNOW 55 MONNOW S0332219 3


3981 W GARREN BROOK 55 WYE S0497225 1


3982 W WYE 55 WYE S0592254 9


3983 W WALFORD BROOK 55 WYE 50633222 1


3987 TH COLNE 39 THAMES SP033208 1








39 EVENLODE SP242235 1


3990 TH GLYME 39 EVENLODE SP398236 1


3992 TH LANGFORD BROOK 39 CHERWELL SP596225 1


3993 TH RAY 39 CHERWELL SP649201 1


3994 TH RAY 39 CHERWELL SP725216 1


3995 TH HARDWICK BROOK 39 THAME SP828204 1


3996 AN OUZEL 33 GREAT OUSE SP955225 1


3997 AN CAMPTON BROOK 33 IVEL TL045293 1


3998 AN HIZ 33 IVEL TL185289 1


3999 TH BEANE 38 LEE TL295285 1


4001 TH STORT 38 LEE TL495225 1


4002 TH RODING 37 THAMES TL582234 1 c
4003 AN CHELMER 37 BLACKWATER TL602254 1


4004 AN PODS BROOK 37 BLACKWATER TL738231 1


4005 AN COLNE 37 COLNE TL875285 3








37 COLNE TM036274 1











4010 W WESTERN CLEDDAU 61 WESTERN CLEDDAU 5M954175 6


61 EASTERN CLEDDAU4011 W EASTERN CLEDDAU 514077176 6


4021 W TAFF 57 TAFF 50016104 4


4022 W USK 56 USK S0197198 7


Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
4023 W CLYDACH 56 USK 50215125 2 C
4024 W TROTHY 55 WYE 50371165 1 C
4025 W TROTHY 55 WYE S0454125 3 C




54 SEVERN 50698152 1 C
4030 TH CHURN 39 THAMES S0995133 2 C
4031 TH COLNE 39 THAMES 5P076128 4 C
4035 TH CHERWELL 39 CHERWELL SP493155 5 C
4040 TH THAME 39 THAME SP952192 1 C
4041 TH GADE 39 COLNE TL017132 1 C
4046 TH RODING 37 THAMES TL585123 1 TH
4047 AN CAN 37 CHELMER TL635112 1 C
4048 AN BRAIN 37 BLACKWATER TL797176 1 C
4049 AN BLACKWATER 37 BLACKWATER TL865192 3 C
















61 5M903076 1 C
4063 W BARGOD RHYMNEY 57 RHYMNEY 80098065 1 C
4064 W EBBW 56 EBBW 80188044 3 C
4065 W LWYD 56 USK 50293004 4 C
4066 W OLWAY BROOK 56 USK 50396015 4 C








39 THAMES S0997083 1 C
4073 TH CHURN 39 THAMES 5P019082 1 C4074 TH LEACH 39 THAMES 5P135093 2 C
4082 TH CHES 39 COLNE SP974001 2 C
4088 TH RODING 37 THAMES TL552009 3 TH
4089 AN ROXWELL BROOK 37 BLACKWATER TL655086 1 C












61 5R997986 1 C
4099 W CYNON 57 CYNON 5T079958 5 C
4100 W SIRHOWY 56 EBBW ST183991 4 C
4101 W EBBW 56 EBBW ST218926 5 C
4102 W USK 56 USK 5T385995 8 C
4103 W MONKS DITCH 56 MONKS DITCH ST401928 1 C
4104 W MOUNTON BROOK 55 ST516915 1 C
4107 SW TETBURY AVON 53 AVON ST895925 1 C
4108 TH SWILL BROOK 39 THAMES 5T998931 1 C
4112 TH CHILDREY BROOK 39 THAMES SU394930 1 C
4116 TH CHALGROVE BROOK 39 THAME 5U704985 1 C
4121 TH SALMONS BROOK 38 LEE TQ275988 1 TH
4122 TH SALMONS BROOK 38 LEE TQ316962 1 TH
4124 TH WEALD BROOK 37 THAMES TQ562917 1 TH
4125 AN CROUCH 37 CROUCH TQ686914 1 C
4126 AN CROUCH 37 CROUCH TQ774941 2 C
4127 AN RAYLEIGH BROOK 37 ROACH TQ864902 1 C
4128 AN PANNELS BROOK 37 CROUCH TQ977983 1 C
4131 W ELY 57 ELY 5T048807 5 C
4132 W RHYMNEY 57 RHYMNEY 5T152892 5 C
4133 W EBBW 56 EBBW ST287862 6 C
4134 W MONKS DITCH 56 MONKS DITCH 5T373839 1 C












39 THAMES SU166885 1 C
4146 TH CHOLSEY BROOK 39 THAMES SU566875 1 C
4149 TH THAMES 39 THAMES SU886873 9 C




39 THAMES TQ059811 1 C
4152 TH BRENT 39 BRENT TQ191835 2 TH
4153 TH SILK STREAM 39 THAMES TQ218888 1 TH
4154 TH LEE 38 LEE TQ350874 4 TH
4155 TH RODING 37 THAMES TQ416885 4 C
4156 TH ROM 37 THAMES TQ515881 1 C








37 ROACH TQ864892 1 C
4161 W THAW 58 THAW 51006722 3 C
4162 W TAFF 57 TAFF 5T148788 7 C
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
4163 SW LAND YEO 52 LAND YEO ST452717 1 C4164 SW AVON 53 AVON ST592731 7 C4169 SW COWAGE BROOK 53 AVON SU006755 1 C4170 TH OG 39 KENNET SU196742 1 C4173 TH WINTERBOURNE STREAM 39 KENNET 50453702 1 C4175 TH BOURNE 39 THAMES 50632737 3 C4176 TH LODDON 39 LODDON 50765714 5 C4180 TH BRENT 39 THAMES TQ154794 2 TH4183 TH CRAY 40 THAMES TQ475708 1 C4184 TH DARENT 40 THAMES TQ563706 2 C4185 AN


37 TQ684795 1 C4186 SO


40 TQ772772 1 C4187 SW BANWELL 52 BANWELL ST384623 1 C4188 SW KENN 52 KENN 5T474691 1 C4189 SW CHEW STOKE STREAM 53 AVON 5T555617 1 C4190 SW AVON 53 AVON 5T692689 7 C4191 SW NEWTON BROOK 53 AVON 5T710630 1 C4192 SW AVON 53 AVON 5T814604 6 C4193 SW BYDE MILL BROOK 53 AVON ST916687 1 C4194 SW


43 AVON 50036624 1 C4195 TH KENNET 39 KENNET 50186685 2 C4196 TH KENNET 39 KENNET 50218697 4 C4197 TH ENBORNE 39 KENNET SU396643 1 C4198 TH KENNET 39 KENNET 50466672 5 C4200 TH LODDON 39 LODDON 50691606 4 C4204 TH WEY 39 THAMES TQ073606 4 C4208 PH RAVENSBOURNE 39 THAMES TQ406680 1 C4209 PH DARENT 40 THAMES TQ518605 3 C4210 SO


40 MEDWAY TQ669605 1 C4211 SO LEYBOURNE STREAM 40 MEDWAY TQ707609 2 C4212 SO


40 THE SWALE TQ898656 1 C4213 SO


40 THE SWALE TQ972675 1 C4217 SO


40 SOUR TR322614 1 C4218 SW LOX YEO 52 AXE 5T377564 1 C4219 SW AXE 52 AXE 5T442507 3 C4220 SW CHEW 53 AVON ST594542 1 C4222 SW FROME 53 FROME ST796524 5 C4223 SW BITHAM BROOK 53 AVON 5T884535 1 C4224 SW WORTON STREAM 53 AVON 5T976572 1 C4225 SW WORTON STREAM 53 AVON SU034584 1 C4226 SW AVON 43 AVON 50135526 4 C4227 SW BOURNE 43 AVON 50238526 3 C4230 TH


39 KENNETT 50574594 1 C4231 TH LYDE 39 LODDON 50697546 1 C4238 SO GIBBS BROOK 40 MEDWAY TQ367504 1 C4239 TH DARENT 40 THAMES TQ486565 1 C4240 PH DARENT 40 THAMES TQ524577 2 C4241 SO BOURNE 40 MEDWAY TQ627502 1 C4242 SO MEDWAY 40 MEDWAY TQ708532 7 C4243 SO LEN 40 MEDWAY TQ878515 1 C4249 SW YEO 50 TAW SS594432 1 C4250 SW HEDDON 51 HEDDON SS655486 2 C4251 SW EXE 45 EXE 5S765415 1 C4254 SW FIDDINGTON BROOK 52 PARRETT 5T227409 1 C4259 SW SOMERSET FROME 53 FROME 5T747412 1 C4260 SW WYLYE 43 WYLYE 5T897437 3 C4261 SW WYLYE 43 WYLYE 5T923425 4 C4262 SW TILL 43 WYLYE 50078415 1 C4263 SW NINE MILE RIVER 43 AVON SU185446 1 C4264 SW BOURNE 43 AVON SU235481 3 C4275 TH SALFORDS STREAM 39 MOLE TQ322480 1 C4276 SO EDEN BROOK 40 MEDWAY TQ414449 1 C4277 SO MEDWAY 40 MEDWAY TQ578467 5 C4278 SO MEDWAY 40 MEDWAY TQ635472 5 C4286 SW CAEN 50 TAW SS488374 3 C4287 SW VENN 50 TAW SS595310 3 C4288 SW BRAY 50 MOLE SS681371 3 C4289 SW HOLEWATER STREAM 50 MOLE SS704373 1 C4291 SW QUARME 45 EXE SS916363 2 C4292 SW WASHFORD 51 WASHFORD 5T028381 2 C4293 SW


52 TONE ST147324 1 C4294 SW CANNINGTON BROOK 52 PARRETT ST249391 1 C4295 SW PETHERTON PARK BROOK 52 PARRETT 5T304327 1 C
4296 SW CARY 52 PARRETT 5T458307 3 C
Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size IFE
4297 SW BRUE 52 BRUE ST557323 4


4298 SW BRUE 52 BRUE ST665337 3


4301 SW WYLYE 43 WYLYE 5T981381 5


4302 SW MADDER 43 MADDER 5U067313 4


4303 SW BOURNE 43 AVON 5U185366 3


4304 SO WALLOP BROOK 42 TEST SU286382 2


4309 TH SLEA 39 WEY SU796379 2


4312 TH CRANLEIGH WATER 39 WEY TQ042385 1


4313 SO BOLDINGS BROOK 41 ARUN TQ169345 1


4315 SO SUNNYSIDE STREAM 40 MEDWAY TQ391371 1


4316 SO SHOVELSTRODE STREAM 40 MEDWAY TQ447384 1


4317 SO ERIDGE STREAM 40 MEDWAY TQ519367 2









4324 SW SACKINGTON WATER 50 TORRIDGE SS295203 1


4325 SW YEO 50 TORRIDGE 5S430229 2


4326 SW TAW 50 TAW 5S570280 7


4327 SW MOLE 50 MOLE 55674215 6


4328 SW LITTLE SILVER STREAM 50 MOLE 5S756204 2


4329 SW BROCKEY 45 EXE 55886259 1


4331 SW TONE 52 PARRETT 5T059218 3 C
4332 SW HILLFARANCE BROOK 52 PARRETT ST123264 2


4333 SW BROUGHTON BROOK 52 PARRETT ST239202 1


4334 SW SEDGEMOOR OLD RHYNE 52 PARRETT ST305226 1


4335 SW YEO 52 PARRETT 5T464240 5


4340 SW SEM 43 MADDER 5T936285 3


4341 SW EBBLE 43 AVON SU077264 3











4362 SW TAMAR 47•TAMAR 55269161 2


4363 SW TORRIDGE 50 TORRIDGE 85384142 4


4364 SW LYDELAND WATER 50 TORRIDGE 5S416184 1


4365 SW MERE 50 TORRIDGE SS508122 1


4366 SW MOLE 50 MOLE 5S664195 6


4367 SW DALCH 50 TAW S5792106 2


4368 SW LITTLE DART
• 50 TAW SS805153 3


4380 SW ALLEN 43 AVON SU082183 1


4381 SW HUCKLES BROOK 43 AVON SU176123 1


4382 SO BRATLEY WATER 42 LYMINGTON SU231103 1


4400 SW DEER 47 TAMAR SS334007 3


4401 SW TORRIDGE 50 TORRIDGE 5S493058 6


4402 SW OKEMENT 50 OKEMENT SS591022 4


4403 SW TAW 50 TAW 55682077 4


4404 SW DALCH 50 TAW . SS741080 3


4418 SW AVON 43 AVON 5U139057 6








41 ADUR TQ203059 1


4434 SW MILLOCK STREAM 49 MILLOCK STREAM SX179984 1


4435 SW OTTERY 47 TAMAR 5X217918 3


4437 SW BRATTON BROOK 47 LYD SX487923 1


4438 SW WEST OKEMONT 50 OKEMONT 5X563919 2


4439 SW YEO 50 TAW SX678957 1 C
4440 SW TRONY 45 CREEDY SX747971 2


4441 SW CREEDY 45 CREEDY 5X896975 5








49 CAMEL 5X152805 1


4463 SW BROADWOOD BROOK 47 LYD SX405885 1


4464 SW TAVY 47 TAVY SX555835 3


4465 SW BOVEY 46 BOVEY SX695849 1


4466 SW WRAY BROOK 46 BOVEY SX788814 2


4467 SW BRAMBLE BROOK 46 TEIGN 5X886825 1


4470 SW BRIDE 44 BRIDE SY514899 1


4471 SW. WEY 44 WEY 5Y662817 2


4472 SW SOUTH WINTERBOURNE 44 FROME SY707886 1


4473 SW FROME 44 FROME SY811890 5


4474 SW CORFE 44 CORFE SY961826 1


4477 SW POLMORLA STREAM 49 CAMEL 5W969706 1


4479 SW DELANK RIVER 49 CAMEL 5X133765 3


4480 SW FOWEY 48 FOWEY 5X221715 3


4481 SW HAYES STREAM 47 LYNHER SX352701 1


4482 SW DAMEREL 47 TAMAR 5X415766 1


4485 SW LEMON 46 TEIGN 5X778736 2


4486 SW ALLER BROOK 46 TEIGN 5X872703 1


4487 SW DAWLISH WATER. 45 DAWLISH WATER 5X943784 1


Survey, Region, River, Hydrological No./ Name NGR Size
4488 SW. MENALHYL 49 MENALHYL SW875652 1
4489 SW PORTH STREAM 49 PORTH STREAM SW917616 1
4490 SW LUXULYAN STREAM 48 PAR sx024605 1
4493 SW TIDDY 47 LYNHER sx305643 2
4497 SW DEAN BURN 46 DART sx731650 1
4498 SW ALLER BROOK 46 TEIGN Sx878677 1
4499 SW HOLYWELL STREAM 49 HOLYWELL STREAM Sw775576 1
4500 SW NEWLYN EAST STREAM 49 GANNEL sw822578 1
4501 SW HEMBAL BROOK 48 ST AUSTELL sw988524 1
4503 SW LERRYN 48 FOWEY sx156598 1
4504 SW EAST LOOE 48 EAST LOOE sx251599 1








4509 SW HARBOURNE 46 DART sx770587 3




46 AVON Sx687443 1
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